Introducing the Chadwyck-Healey™ Black Studies Center from ProQuest: a digital core collection of primary and secondary resources that record and illuminate the black experience throughout the world, from ancient Africa through modern times. It provides everything that you need to enrich your library's Black Studies collection or to start a new one from the ground up. It adds a new dimension to research and learning across disciplines, with in-depth studies from experts at the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, key full-text periodicals from respected sources, and the digital backfile of the Chicago Defender. For a product demo, visit www.il.proquest.com/go/bsc.
The most trusted and respected name in psychiatric publishing brings you

**PsychiatryOnline.com**

We've taken the most widely used psychiatric resources and put them online.

- **PsychiatryOnline.com** allows your students, faculty, residents, and clinicians to access this critical information from one single search interface anytime, anywhere.

- Unlimited remote access for authorized users allows an increase in usage of your reference collection. Users have quick, easy, around the clock access to the full text of these leading reference books and journals.

- A fully-hosted service with no special software needed means no librarian maintenance.

- Search each book and journal as a stand-alone reference or through an integrated platform.

- Unlimited download of any book section to PDA provides your users with on-the-go access to key information.

- COUNTER-compliant usage statistics are available online at your convenience.

- Sophisticated semantic indexing and a thesaurus based on the National Library of Medicine's Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) yield more relevant hits and direct users to related content from wherever they are in the site.

- Library branding and in-library promotion materials are available to promote **PsychiatryOnline.com** resources to your user community.

- Technical and customer support ensures that you get the assistance you need to keep things running smoothly.

Get the tools your users need to conduct psychiatric research quickly, easily, and efficiently with **PsychiatryOnline.com**.

Demonstrate the value of **PsychiatryOnline.com** to your user community at no risk. For a free 30-day institutional trial, visit [www.PsychiatryOnline.com/freetrials](http://www.PsychiatryOnline.com/freetrials). Please enter priority code AP601 when completing your request.

For more information on **PsychiatryOnline.com** or a subscription rate quote for your institution, call 800-368-5777 ext. 8538 or 703-907-8538 or email [institutions@psych.org](mailto:institutions@psych.org).

The **First and Last Word in Psychiatry**

Toll-Free: 800-368-5777, Telephone: 703-907-7322

Email: [institutions@psych.org](mailto:institutions@psych.org)

[www.psychiatryonline.com](http://www.psychiatryonline.com) Priority code AP601
New Releases from Idea Group Reference

The Premier Reference Source for Information Science and Technology Research

Encyclopedia of Gender and Information Technology

Edited by: Eileen Trauth, Pennsylvania State University, USA

ISBN: 1-59140-815-6; US $255.00 h/c
*Pre-Pub Price: US $415.00 h/c
**Online Access Only: US $420.00
Available April 2006; 2-volume set; 1,200+ pp

- Comprehensive coverage and definitions of the most important issues, concepts, trends and research devoted to the topic of gender and IT
- 213 articles highlighting state-of-the-art research, and reference sections citing 4,400 additional works

Handbook of Research on ePortfolios

Edited by: Ali Jafari and Catherine Kaufman, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis, USA

ISBN: 1-59140-890-3; US $195.00 h/c
*Pre-Pub Price: US $175.00 h/c
**Online Access Only: US $195.00
Available May 2006; 600+ pp

- Investigates commercial and academic ePortfolio systems — home-grown, off the shelf, and open source
- Supporting technologies compendium of more than 370 keywords with detailed definitions

Handbook of Research on Mobile Business: Technical, Methodological, and Social Perspectives

ISBN: 1-59140-317-2; US $350.00 h/c
*Pre-Pub Price: US $295.00 h/c
**Online Access Only: US $280.00
Available April 2006; 2-volume set; 1,099 pp

Encyclopedia of Developing Regional Communities with Information and Communication Technology

ISBN: 1-59140-675-6; US $255.00 h/c
**Online Access Only: US $204.00
© 2006; 404 pp

Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and Networking

ISBN: 1-59140-561-0; US $495.00 h/c
**Online Access Only: US $396.00
© 2005; 2-volume set; 1,218 pp

*Pre-publication price is good through one month after the publication date. **Online library access is good for the life of the edition.

FREE INSTITUTION-WIDE ONLINE ACCESS FOR THE LIFE OF THE EDITION WHEN YOUR LIBRARY PURCHASES A PRINT COPY OF AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OR HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH.

For a complete catalog of our new & upcoming encyclopedias and handbooks of research, please contact:

701 E. Chocolate Ave., Suite 200 • Hershey PA 17033, USA • 1-866-342-6657 (toll free) • cust@idea-group.com

www.idea-group-ref.com
**THE ACS CYCLE OF EXCELLENCE**

*access | insight | discovery*

---

**ACS PUBLICATIONS**

*over half-a-million articles*

*the chemical sciences and beyond*

High Quality

High Impact

*more than 125 years of original research*

---

Partnering with librarians worldwide to advance the chemical enterprise

ACS Publications invites you to discover the ACS Account Administration Center, a new tool now available for librarians and information specialists. Use it to brand ACS web pages with the name of your institution, reminding users that your library is responsible for making their access possible. You’ll find the ACS Account Administration Center at http://pubs.acs.org/4librarians.

---

ACS PUBLICATIONS

HIGH QUALITY. HIGH IMPACT.
Introducing...

**Literary Reference Center™**

from EBSCO Publishing

---

**Author Biographies**
- In-Depth Biographies = Full text for 10,000 (growing to 13,000 in Fall 2006)
- Brief Biographies = Full text for 120,500 (growing to 127,500 in Fall 2006)
- Total Biographies = Full text for 130,000 (growing to 140,000 in Fall 2006)
- Also includes Beacham's Research Guide to Biography and Criticism

**Plot Summaries & Work Overviews**
- Full text for 10,000 (growing to 12,500 in Fall 2006)
- Includes all of Masterplots and Masterplots II, as well as many other sources

**Literary Criticism**
- Full text for 75,000 essays (growing to 100,000 in Fall 2006)
- Includes the Bloom Series of books from Chelsea House (edited by Harold Bloom), as well as many other sources

**Reference Books**
- Full text for 1,000+ literary reference books & monographs
- Includes *Merriam Webster's Encyclopedia of Literature, Continuum Encyclopedia of American Literature* and *Continuum Encyclopedia of British Literature*

**Journals**
- Cover-to-cover full text for 300 literary magazines & journals (growing to 350 in Fall 2006)
- Includes full text for many journals not available in other databases

---

**Book Reviews**
- Full text for 500,000 book reviews (growing to 515,000 in Fall 2006)
- Includes book reviews from the most prestigious publications

**Poems**
- Full text for 25,000 poems (growing to 30,000 in Fall 2006)
- Includes poems from hundreds of sources
- Also includes *The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics*

**Short Stories**
- Full text for 11,000 short stories (growing to 13,500 in Fall 2006)
- Also includes *The Columbia Companion to the 20th Century American Short Story*

**Classic Books**
- In Fall 2006, *Literary Reference Center* will contain full text of 7,500 classic texts

**Author Interviews**
- Full text of 3,000 author interviews (growing to 3,500 in Fall 2006)

---

Contact EBSCO for a Free Trial
E-mail: information@epnet.com
or call 1-800-653-2726
C SH Protocols to Launch in Spring 2006

- A new, online source of trusted techniques in molecular and cellular biology
- Contains new and classic protocols presented step-by-step with cautions and troubleshooting
- Frequently updated and annotated
- Interactive, customizable, and fully searchable

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory is renowned for its teaching of biomedical research techniques. For decades, participants in its celebrated, hands-on courses and users of its laboratory manuals have gained access to the most authoritative and reliable methods in molecular and cellular biology. Now that access is moving online.

Launching in June 2006, Cold Spring Harbor Protocols will be a rich, interactive source of new and classic research techniques. The site will be fully searchable, with many tools that can be customized by users including topic-based alerting and personal folders. Through a web-based editorial process, users will also have the opportunity to add refereed comments to each protocol. Links in the online protocols will offer additional resources, and step-by-step instructions will print out in a convenient form, complete with materials, cautions, and troubleshooting advice. Each protocol will be citable and presented and edited in the style that has made Molecular Cloning, Antibodies, Cells, and many other CSH manuals essential to the work of scientists worldwide. The collection of more than 900 protocols released in 2006 will be continuously expanded, updated, and annotated by the originators and users of the techniques.

CSH Protocols is created by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press in association with HighWire Press of Stanford University.

Cold Spring Harbor Protocols • Executive Editor: Dr. Michael Ronenmus
ISSN 1559-6095 • online, monthly • Available exclusively via institutional site license

Subject Coverage
- Antibodies
- Bioinformatics/Genomics
- Cell Biology
- Chromatography
- Computational Biology
- DNA Delivery/Gene Transfer
- Electrophoresis
- Genetics
- High Throughput Analysis
- Imaging/Microscopy
- Immunology
- Laboratory Organisms
- Molecular Biology
- Neuroscience
- Newly Added Protocols
- Plant Biology
- Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
- Proteins and Proteomics
- RNA Interference (RNAi)/siRNA
- Stem Cells
- Transgenic Technology

For more information please visit: www.cshprotocols.org

For pricing information or to request a free trial:
Call: 1-800-843-4388 (Continental US and Canada) 516-422-4100 (All other locations)
FAX: 516-422-4097
E-mail: csh@press@s boiling
Write: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, 500 Sunnyside Blvd, Woodbury, NY 11797-2924
SAGE Reference Award Winners

Library Journal Best Reference 2005

Library Journal Best Reference 2005
Booklist Editor's Choice 2005

FULL COLOR THROUGH-OUT!

Encyclopedia of Anthropology
FIVE-VOLUME SET
Editor
H. James Birx, Canisius College, SUNY Geneseo

"Thorough coverage is given to a wide range of topics... This balanced and user-friendly resource will be a good starting point for basic anthropological research. Highly recommended for academic libraries with anthropology collections and large public libraries where there is interest in anthropology."

—LIBRARY JOURNAL

This five-volume Encyclopedia of Anthropology is a unique collection of over 1000 entries that focuses on topics in physical/biological anthropology, archaeology, cultural/social anthropology, linguistics, and applied anthropology. Also included are relevant articles on geology, paleontology, biology, evolution, sociology, psychology, philosophy, and theology. The contributions are authored by over 250 internationally renowned experts, professors, and scholars from some of the most distinguished universities, institutes and museums in the world.

Five-Volume Set
$895.00, ISBN: 0-7619-3029-9
December 2005, 3000 pages

Encyclopedia of Disability
FIVE-VOLUME SET
General Editor
Gary Albrecht, University of Illinois at Chicago

"The wide range of coverage distinguishes this particular set... drawing in readers from a wide range of studies and interests and helping them to see disability in an entirely new way. Highly recommended for academic and large public libraries."

—BOOKLIST (Starred Review)

SAGE Reference is proud to announce the five-volume Encyclopedia of Disability. This Encyclopedia represents the first attempt to bring an authoritative reference resource to the many faces of disability. It provides a fascinating entry into the world of disability where minds are expanded, prejudices shattered, and spirits raised. The experience of exploring the Encyclopedia answers the question: What is disability and why is it important in my life?

Five-Volume Set
$850.00, ISBN: 0-7619-2565-1
September 2005, 2500 pages

Against the Grain / April 2006

<http://www.against-the-grain.com>
Community of Scholars

More than a million verified profiles of scholars and organizations in:
- United States
- Canada
- Mexico
- United Kingdom
- Australia
- New Zealand
- South Africa
- India

Keyword access to the community behind the content...

Community of Scholars provides authoritative information about more than 1,000,000 researchers and organizations around the world, together with verified affiliation and publication information in a regularly updated and fully searchable format.

Community of Scholars allows searchers to...
...quickly find subject matter experts and opinion leaders
...expand their network of innovators for research collaboration or consulting
...gain insight into the organization of the academic research community
...locate key individuals using a simple interface that includes data that spans all disciplines
...identify researchers in other disciplines whose research is relevant to the topic

Community of Scholars helps you locate scholars working in the following areas:
- Arts & Humanities
- Business & Economics
- Communications & Mass Media
- Health & Medicine
- Law
- Natural & Applied Sciences
- Social Sciences
- Technology & Engineering

For additional information or complimentary trial access to Community of Scholars, please go to info.csa.com/communityofscholars
Available for purchase Spring 2006; one-time fee buys access to entire collection in perpetuity

Dates back to 1844 and includes *The American Journal of Psychiatry*, the oldest continuously published medical specialty journal in the United States

Completes your current collection with content going back to Volume I, Issue I

Fully searchable; high-resolution scanning of original printed pages ensures easy online reading and printing

"As psychiatrists know better than perhaps any other medical specialty, studying the past is the best way to understand the present and to change the future.

— Nancy C. Andreasen, M.D., Ph.D.
Past Editor, AJP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psychiatry Legacy Collection Journals</th>
<th>Volumes Included</th>
<th>Years Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The American Journal of Psychiatry</td>
<td>1-153</td>
<td>1844-1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volumes 1 (1844) thru 77 (1921) published as The American Journal of Insanity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT INCLUDED: Volumes 1 thru 12 (1888) published as Journal of Psychiatric Education and owned by another publisher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Clinical Neurosciences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric Services</td>
<td>1-46</td>
<td>1950-1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volumes 1 (1950) through 15 (1964) published as Mental Hospitals; Volumes 16 (1965) through 45 (1994) published as Hospital &amp; Community Psychiatry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosomatics</td>
<td>1-38</td>
<td>1960-1967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information or a price quote for your institution call 800-368-5777 ext. 8538 or 703-907-8538 or email institutions@psych.org
With age comes wisdom.
And over a thousand happy subscribers.

We're smart because we've listened to those happy subscribers. Project MUSE, the most comprehensive online journal collection in the arts, humanities, and social sciences is celebrating its tenth anniversary with something great — a new tiered pricing structure and new collections that make subscriptions affordable for any institution. Founded with librarians' wants and needs in mind, MUSE offers 100% full-text for over 300 peer-reviewed journals from non-profit publishers. See for yourself why so many libraries have made a wise decision and subscribed to MUSE.

Get a FREE 60-day trial.
Go to http://muse.jhu.edu/cgi-bin/trial_access.cgi
or e-mail muse@muse.jhu.edu.
Is managing your e-journal collection more difficult than you expected?

We can help.

From obtaining an accurate list of the titles you’ve ordered to handling registration issues to troubleshooting access problems and more, managing electronic collections can require more time and attention than you have to give.

EBSCO’s services include e-journal audits to confirm that your library is billed only for the titles ordered, itemized invoices to facilitate budget allocation and customized serials management reports to assist with collection development.

Our dedicated e-journal customer service team assists with non-access problems, IP address changes and more. And our suite of e-resource access and management tools minimizes administrative tasks while maximizing patron experience.

Let us put our expertise to work for you. Contact your EBSCO sales representative today.

www.ebsco.com

CUSTOMER-FOCUSED CONTENT-DRIVEN
Never underestimate the importance of a librarian.

Okay, chances are you won’t actually find a librarian on the ocean’s floor. But librarians do play a vital role on any research team, enabling breakthroughs and real-time solutions. Whether you’re selecting information for research communities or decision support for professionals, Elsevier provides access to the highest quality scientific, technical and health information in multiple media, including innovative electronic products like ScienceDirect® and MD Consult. After all, getting the right information into the right hands at the right time is critical to the success of any exploration. Building Insights. Breaking Boundaries.™

elsevier.com
Physiology
Journals of The American Physiological Society

The Journal Publishing Program of the American Physiological Society (APS) covers the entire spectrum of physiology—examining major physiological systems, from the cellular and molecular to the organ and system level. These prestigious peer-reviewed journals are available in print and online. An online subscription to the APS journals provides you with immediate access to the latest issue of the journal as well as with continued access to all content published previously online. Subscribers to the online journals also get access to the fastest possible publication of original research articles through our Articles in Press feature—articles published in manuscript form within a few days of acceptance. The APS journal titles are

- American Journal of Physiology (AJP consolidated)
- AJP-Cell Physiology
- AJP-Endocrinology and Metabolism
- AJP-Gastrointestinal and Liver Physiology
- AJP-Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology
- AJP-Heart and Circulatory Physiology
- AJP-Regulatory, Integrative and Comparative Physiology
- AJP-Renal Physiology
- Journal of Applied Physiology
- Journal of Neurophysiology
- Physiological Genomics
- Physiological Reviews
- Physiology (formerly News in Physiological Sciences)
- Advances in Physiology Education

The APS Journal Legacy Content

One-Time Fee of $2,000
Saves 200 Linear Feet of shelf space!

The APS Journal Legacy Content is an “online package” of over 100 years of historical scientific research from the American Physiological Society’s (APS) 14 research journals that can be purchased separately at a one-time charge for perpetual use. It is not sold as a subscription; instead, you pay once ($2,000) for the perpetual access to the online content from all APS journals from 1898 to 1996-1998 (depending on the journal). This content goes back to the first issue of each of the APS journals—including APS’s first journal, the American Journal of Physiology, first published in 1898. The Legacy Content can be viewed as completely searchable scanned images of the printed pages. (find more info at: www.the-aps.org/publications/legacy)
It's about time

your book vendor could be your RUSH vendor

YBP's RUSH2 reinvents rush ordering.

Customers asked us for rush ordering from the same Baker & Taylor inventory that leading online retail booksellers use. Now, place your rush orders in GOBI®. We'll fill them right away and ship directly from a Baker &Taylor warehouse to your library.

- Use GOBI to view all Baker & Taylor stock and place your order.
- Choose overnight, 2<sup>nd</sup> day, or ground delivery anywhere in the U.S.
- All transaction detail recorded in GOBI.
- All customer service by YBP.

www.ybp.com/rush

FREE!
ground shipping available for all RUSH2 orders
In celebration of 100 years of excellence in research, the complete digital archive (1906-2005) has been made freely available.

100 years of research, 340,000 pages, 392 volumes, 1340 issues

Available at www.BiochemJ.org

The archive will also be hosted in perpetuity by PubMed Central as part of an arrangement with the Wellcome Trust and JISC, whose generous support made this project possible.

See us at SLA – Booth #918  www.BiochemJ.org
Giant Resources...
Purebred Content

Wiley InterScience® Reference Works

Sample Title List
- Encyclopedia of Life Sciences
- Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences
- Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology
- Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials
- Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry
- Van Nostrand's Encyclopedia of Chemistry

Capabilities
- Full text HTML and PDF (for some)
- Reference linking
- Citation download

Access
- Single article or full title
- One-time fee, subscription, or Pay-Per-View options
- Unlimited concurrent usage

Today's sophisticated researcher demands fast and convenient online access to the giants of scientific reference.

From Kirk-Othmer to the Encyclopedia of Life Sciences, Wiley InterScience® Reference Works deliver the biggest names in scientific research literature to your desktop, right when you need them. Encompassing subjects ranging from chemistry, life sciences, and medicine to psychology, engineering, and physics, these multi-volume encyclopedias, handbooks, and dictionaries are enhanced by powerful functionality that accelerates your path to discovery. With Wiley InterScience, you can be sure to

Discover Something Great.

www.interscience.wiley.com
Serials Solutions’ new Electronic Resource Management System (ERMS) offers librarians a complete solution for managing and controlling e-resources.

ERMS leverages the industry’s leading knowledgebase and combines it with unique, feature-rich analytical tools that convert data into actionable information and insights. A full-featured e-resource management system, ERMS solves the complexity associated with managing the entire e-resource life-cycle. Because it is hosted by Serials Solutions, you do not have to invest time and money installing and maintaining the knowledgebase, software, or servers.

ERMS is a core element of Serials Solutions’ ongoing mission to deliver complete solutions for today’s electronic collections. Deployed as a stand-alone solution or integrated seamlessly with Serials Solutions’ industry-leading resource discovery products – Central Search, Article Linker, Full MARC Records, and Access and Management Suite (AMS) – ERMS delivers the premier management solution for today’s librarians.

Attend a live web seminar and discover the excitement surrounding Serials Solutions’ ERMS.
Physiological Genomics (physiolgenomics.org) is an online-first publication of The American Physiological Society (APS). Physiological Genomics publishes studies that merge high-throughput data sources and hypothesis-driven research into a cohesive picture of cellular, tissue-level and whole-organism function (systems biology). This includes expression profiling, proteomics, gene targeting, comparative genomics and the genetics of complex disease. The application of these new genomic tools and reagents is rapidly enriching our understanding of physiological systems and transforming our thinking about biological problems. Physiological Genomics provides a speedy electronic peer review process, with the average time from submission to first editorial decision under a month, and immediate electronic publication of papers upon acceptance. Now in its sixth year of publication, Physiological Genomics’ 2004 Impact Factor is 3.855.

Open Access: Starting in January 2006, authors can choose to pay a $750 fee in addition to regular author fees to have their article published online with Open Access from the first date of publication. Twelve months after publication, all online articles are made freely accessible to the world, regardless of the author’s choice.

- For more information on Open Access, see: www.the-aps.org/publications/pg/Interest.htm
- For more information on Physiological Genomics, go to the Editor’s home page at: www.the-aps.org/publications/pg

A Journal of The American Physiological Society
9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20814 (USA)
Ph: 301-634-7070 • Fax: 301-634-7243
E-mail: Publicitathe-aps.org • Web: www.the-aps.org

Editor in Chief
Allen Cowley, Jr.

Consulting Editors
Victor Dzau (Founding Editor)
Howard Jacob
Richard Lifton
Robert Rosenberg
Leonard Zon

Associate Editors
Bruce Aronow  Richard Paules
Andrew Greene  Francesco Ramirez
Anne Kwitek  Richard Roman
Paul Meltzer  Curt Sigurdson
David Millhorn  Monika Stoll

SPECIAL FEATURES
- Editor’s Home Page: www.the-aps.org/publications/pg
- Reports: Brief, cutting edge research reports published quickly with rapid peer review.
- Articles in Press: Accepted research papers are now published online within a few days after their acceptance.
- 15 FREE Online Subscriptions: Members of The American Physiological Society (APS) receive FREE online access to all 15 APS journals (including Physiological Genomics).
Discover the ACM Digital Library, a vast online resource of ACM's computing and information technology publications. Your patrons can enjoy unlimited access to more than 1.4 million pages of full text with archives dating back to the 50's. This unparalleled resource is a must have for every technology collection!

The ACM Digital Library includes

- Over 35 ACM publications, plus conference proceedings
- 50+ years of archives
- Advanced searching capabilities
- 1.4 million pages of downloadable text

Plus over 850,000 bibliographic citations are available in the ACM Guide to Computing Literature

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS,
Please contact:
ACM Member Services
Email: acmhelp@acm.org
Phone: +1-212-626-0500
Fax: +1-212-944-1318

CORPORATIONS & CONSORTIA,
Please contact:
DL Coordinator
Email: dl-info@acm.org
Phone: +1-212-626-0518
Fax: +1-212-944-1318

AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

www.acm.org/dl

Association for Computing Machinery
Advancing Computing as a Science & Profession
2006 Library News from AIP

AIP's Scitation Usage Report Service is Now COUNTER Release 2-compliant
Visit www.scitationreports.org to view monthly reports for your library. Reports are available for the following Scitation-hosted publishers: AAPM, AAPT, AIP, APS, ASCE, ASME, AVS, EERI, ICDD, LIA, ECS, IEE, SID, SOR, SEG, and SPIE.

Access AIP Journal Content Back to Volume 1, Issue 1
Regular subscriptions include a five-year backfile, but for a small annual fee you can provide patrons with the complete online archive of any AIP journal.

New Online Subscription for AIP Conference Proceedings
Now get online access to each new volume published in 2006 – for only $4950 – a considerable savings off the print standing order price. You'll also have access to every volume published since January 2000 – more than 300 in all. Contact corr@aip.org today to request a 60-day free trial.

Ask Us About Consortia Licensing
License a prestigious collection of science and engineering journals. Let AIP help you tailor a consortia package to your needs.

Need more information? Visit librarians.aip.org Call +1 516 576 2270 E-mail subs@aip.org
You May Think You Know Annual Reviews...

...But It's Time You Had Another Look

Annual Reviews is a nonprofit organization dedicated to helping scientists the world over cope with the ever-increasing volume of scientific research and data in a growing number of disciplines by bringing them the best in comprehensive and affordable scientific review literature.

But Annual Reviews publications aren't just the hardbound books you recognize from your shelves. Since we began publishing in 1932, we've become so much more, and offer:

The Latest Developments in Science from the Premier Names in Science
Each year, our distinguished researchers and editors critically review, synthesize, and filter the vast amount of primary research in specific disciplines to guide your patrons to the principal contributions of the field and stay up to date in their area of research.

The Logical Starting Point for Researchers • The Latest Developments in Science from the Premier Names in Science • A License for Every Institution • The Highest ISI® Rankings and Lasting Value • Over 70 Years of Annual Reviews Content with the Annual Reviews Electronic Back Volume Collection • Reviews in Advance (RIA) • Robust Online Access • An Enhanced Product at a Low Price • Powerful Administrator Tools for Librarians • Extensive Back Volume Availability

VISIT ANNUAL REVIEWS TO SEE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING
http://arjournals.annualreviews.org

ANNUAL REVIEWS
A Nonprofit Scientific Publisher
To Reach the Annual Reviews Site License Department:
Call Toll Free (US/Canada): 800.523.8635 or Worldwide: 650.493.4400
Email: sitelicense@annualreviews.org | www.annualreviews.org/go/atg2

2007 Pricing Now Available—Contact Annual Reviews for Details
Physiology (formerly News in Physiological Sciences) publishes invited review articles written by leaders in their fields. These articles are peer-reviewed and highlight major advances in the broadly defined field of physiology. The journal also publishes shorter articles that either highlight important emerging topics and technologies or explore differing points of view. Finally, the journal identifies and briefly summarizes some of the most exciting new papers in physiology. With a new format that is both exciting and attractive, the journal is a valuable tool for researchers, educators, and students.

Physiology is published jointly by the International Union of Physiological Sciences and The American Physiological Society. It is indexed by Medline and PubMed.

Journal Published by
The International Union of Physiological Sciences
and The American Physiological Society

For Further Information, Contact:
The American Physiological Society
9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20814-3991 (USA)
Tel: 301-634-7180, Fax: 301-634-7241
Email: subscrip@the-aps.org, Web: www.the-aps.org

Features For All Scientists

In addition to incisive, brief reviews, our new format will include some or all of the following in each issue:

- Highlights from the Literature: a summary of approximately 12–15 current papers nominated by editors around the world
- Emerging Tools and Technologies: discussions of new methodologies of interest
- Emerging Topics: brief discussions of new concepts in physiology
- Point/Counterpoint: collegial discussions of opposing viewpoints
- Timelines: brief historical articles describing how a particular field developed to where it is today, sometimes linked to current reviews in Physiology
DISCOUNT SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGES

Your library can subscribe to more journals for less money with ASME Discount Subscription Packages, especially with online-only packages.

With no discount, a library subscribing to the twenty-one ASME Transactions Journals in print and online would pay $7,662 in the US and Canada or $8,417 for international service. With the Discount Subscription Package, the same library pays $5,747 in the US and Canada and $6,502 for international service.

With an online-only package, your company or institution pays $4,885 for online access no matter its location.

PACKAGE 1
The 21 ASME Transactions Journals
US and Canada: $5,747
International Air Service: $6,502
Online Only: $4,885

PACKAGE 2
The 21 ASME Transactions Journals Plus Applied Mechanics Reviews
US and Canada: $6,167
International Air Service: $6,947
Online Only: $5,242

NEW IN 2006
Journal of Computational and Nonlinear Dynamics

NEW IN 2007
Journal of Medical Devices

ASME Subscription Rates (Effective July 2006).
Rates include shipping. Published quarterly unless noted.

- Applied Mechanics® ISSN: 0001-660X
  $430 (US & Canada) / $480 (Intl.)
- Biomechanical Engineering® ISSN: 0018-0731
  $430 (US & Canada) / $480 (Intl.)
- Computational and Nonlinear Dynamics
  $284 (US & Canada) / $304 (Intl.)
- Computing and Information Science in Engineering
  ISSN: 1530-9827
  $294 (US & Canada) / $314 (Intl.)
- Dynamic Systems, Measurement & Control® ISSN: 0022-0434
  $430 (US & Canada) / $470 (Intl.)
- Electronic Packaging ISSN: 1043-7398
  $350 (US & Canada) / $385 (Intl.)
- Energy Resources Technology ISSN: 0195-0738
  $284 (US & Canada) / $304 (Intl.)
- Engineering for Gas Turbines & Power ISSN: 0742-4795
  $344 (US & Canada) / $384 (Intl.)
- Engineering Materials & Technology ISSN: 0094-2899
  $594 (US & Canada) / $319 (Intl.)
- Fluids Engineering® ISSN: 0986-2202
  $545 (US & Canada) / $600 (Intl.)
- Fuel Cell Science and Technology ISSN: 1560-624X
  $284 (US & Canada) / $304 (Intl.)
- Heat Transfer® ISSN: 0022-1418
  $545 (US & Canada) / $600 (Intl.)
- Manufacturing Science & Engineering® ISSN: 1087-1357
  $430 (US & Canada) / $480 (Intl.)
- Mechanical Design® ISSN: 1050-0472
  $545 (US & Canada) / $600 (Intl.)

- Medical Devices
  $360 (US & Canada) / $395 (Intl.)
- Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering ISSN: 0892-7219
  $256 (US & Canada) / $276 (Intl.)
- Pressure Vessel Technology ISSN: 0094-9930
  $289 (US & Canada) / $314 (Intl.)
- Solar Energy Engineering ISSN: 0199-5231
  $263 (US & Canada) / $288 (Intl.)
- Tribology ISSN: 0742-4787
  $322 (US & Canada) / $362 (Intl.)
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  $328 (US & Canada) / $363 (Intl.)
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  $355 (US & Canada) / $390 (Intl.)
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- Applied Mechanics Reviews ISSN: 0003-6900
  Bi-monthly Online Review Journal (includes year-end bound volume)
  $560 (US & Canada) / $585 (Intl.)
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DEFINING HISTORY WITH THE NEXT GENERATION OF ELECTRONIC RESOURCES

HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS AND AMERICA: HISTORY AND LIFE ENHANCED

New enhancements to Historical Abstracts and America: History and Life, which became effective this January, now provide users with improved search capabilities, navigational ease, and more robust linkage to full-text articles. With a redesigned interface, over 1.2 million entries, and 350,000 full-text links, these landmark resources are, now more than ever, the first place to begin any search in the area of history.

HIGHLIGHTS:
- New ... a redesigned interface with enhanced search and display options
- OpenURL compliant with full-text links to over 350,000 articles and book reviews from partners such as JSTOR, ProjectMUSE, and others
- New retrospective coverage of thousands of full-text articles from JSTOR journals dating back to the late 19th century
- New ... links to master's theses and doctoral dissertations in ProQuest's Dissertations & Theses Database
- New setup functionality for non-OpenURL resolvers, permitting linking to non-OpenURL catalogs
- Monthly updates with over 38,000 new entries added each year, including citations to book reviews, media reviews, and dissertations and abstracts in English of articles published in over 40 languages in some 2,000 journals
- Online ICOLC-compliant usage statistics
- Highly responsive technical and editorial support

Sign up for a free 30-day preview at www.abc-clio.com/serials/preview

NEW

HISTORY REFERENCE LIBRARY

ABC-CLIO's newest fully searchable database of history reference material, assembled by scholars and reference experts, meets the research needs of students. It covers a rich landscape of topics: American and world history, world and U.S. issues, social and cultural history, political and military history, geography, folklore and mythology, history of religion, history of science, technology, and environment.

Call us today for more information, and for a free 30-day preview
Anytime Access

Crash through information barriers, cut through time zones, eliminate paper work - right from your own computer - with ANYTIME ACCESS to your order status.

The current order information available to us on our computer network is now available to you through:

thebookhouse.com

Virtually any order action can be made online - inquiries, claims, cancellations, order verification - right at your fingertips - ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT.

- now with "view only" options
- including standing orders with recent shipment history

Contact us today for ANYTIME ACCESS to all of your Book House, Inc. firm and standing orders.

Jobbers serving libraries with any book in print.
For over forty years, Midwest Library Service has been quietly relieving librarians of the problems often associated with book and standing order purchasing.

Our Continuation & Standing Order Service is based on intensive, personal contact with thousands of publishers to ensure prompt and complete fulfillment on series, sets, annuals, yearbooks, and proceedings. It is our goal to take the guesswork and anxiety out of continuations and standing order fulfillment through timely shipments and thorough reporting.

Using sophisticated tracking programs, Midwest monitors pre-publication information and shipping schedules instead of relying on publisher-based systems. We will customize the fulfillment frequencies on annuals and yearbooks on a title-by-title basis. In the case of a delayed or missing edition, we contact the publisher by telephone to ensure fulfillment. Of course, you have access to historical fill data whenever needed. And to make matters even easier for you, we will assist in the seamless transfer of standing orders placed previously with publishers or other booksellers.

In an unstable time of publisher upheavals and understaffed, harried libraries, isn't it good to have a vendor you can count on?

If you are not completely satisfied with your current vendor, look to Midwest for all your book buying needs.

For more information, contact a Standing Order specialist at 800-325-8833 or standingorders@midwestls.com.